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tesiTESLSL IN HAWAIIS PUBLIC

SCHOOLS
by william H cunningham

articles in the TESL reporter usually most of their english
offer some answers this article provides

but A keen observer of the hawaiian sceneno angiersangwersanswers only questions maybe we
i would have to with mr hales analysisneed a good question now and then agree

for some time TESL teachers in hawaiishawaiiIs in fact the language learning process which

public schools have had to contend with he describes has produced what is now
often referred to as hawaiian dialectsome Iscontroversy over our goals our

primaprimaryry objective 10I toteachto teach standard english our states own brand of english
to immigrant stu&ntsstudents or is it 2 to assist
them in reaching a functional level of but the tension in TESL is this should

settle for social and hawaiiancommunication and interactioninter action with their we adjustment
dialect or should we expect our immigrantpeers in short do we see TESL more in
students to learn standard english and toterms of academic or social goals
speak it well this is a difficult question

on the one hand it can be well arguedcurrent thinking tends to favor the latter
that children will learn to speak the waygoal indeed there is strong belief that an
their peers speak and our efforts for cor-
rectness

immigrant students acideracaderacademicnic successes are
rectness in english will make no differenceoften dependant upon his social successes
furtfurthermorehermoredermorehermore most of our students willtom hale state TESOL program specialist
spend their lives in hawaii in which casewrites in a handbook for classroom teachers
local dialect will them sufficientlythat the idea that second languages can-

not

serve

be learned unless taught has been well

seriously questioned and considerable in addition the states TESL program is
evidence has been gathered which supports not really equipped to actually teach the
the notion that second languages can be language on any serious scale only in
most effectively and efficiently learned the honolulu district are there a few
through concentrated interaction with those schools where telTESLTFL teachers have a primary
who speak those languages natively the teaching responsibility in each of the
major objective should be to provide ample states six rural districts such as my own
opportunity and encouragement for the the TESL program consists of only one
non english speakers to freely interactmithinteract withmith TESL teacher assigned to service a multi-

tudetheir english speaking peers from whom ofof ofelementaryelementary and secondary schools
they will learn to speak and understand in this situation the TESL person acts as a

resource teacher conferring with and
thomas M hale some guidelines advising teachers and administrators testing

concerning the role of the regular class-
room

and counseling students and guiding a
teachers and school administrators tutorial program these tutors in turn

in assisting the non english speaking are not required to teach but as para-
professionalsstudents in hawaiis public schools office their isjob simply to

of instructional services dept of education assist classroom teachers who have relatively
state of hawaiiaughawaii aug 1973 large numbers of non english speaking
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students the role of TESL therefore acquisition has been entirely in hawaii are
is one of helping the assimilation of incapable of using a number of standard

students into the district schoolsimmigrant english patterns such as in asking questions
A good example of the relative weight of

concurrent with this decreased emphasis peer and parental influences they grow
upon special english language instruction on a rich diet of hawaiian dialect both at
for immigrant students there is now an school and at play and I1 try to correct

interest in bi educationincreasing lingualbilingual their speech but why should I1 correct
which includes teaching immiimmigrantgrint students them why worry yet I1 do because I1
in their native language hawaiishawansdawans know that outside of the local speech
department of education is considering a

children would be at socialcommunity my apilot program within one district in which
likeukeilke it the world hasnotdisadvantage orthe ilocano language would actually replace

english as the language of instruction in its hang ups and judging people by their
certain subjects and instructional materials speech is one of them but if I1 am

in ilocano would be developedbedevelopedredeveloped this would concerned about my own childrens
language should I1 be any less concerned
about the children I1 am employed to teachwilliam cunningham TESL coordi-

nator Is it sufficient for them to be consignedfor the windward oahubahu district to a language ghetto all their lives Aof the department of education state
ghetto in itself may be a pleasant enough

of hawaii has a MA in TESL from place to live but what makes a ghetto a
columbia university teachers college ghetto is that it is difficult to leave itprior to teaching in hawaii he taught
for several years in the philippinesphibppinesphifippines on the other hand assuming my concerns

are valid is this really a matter which I1 have
initially involve lower elementary filipino any power to influence at all should I1

children at selected schools but the program and can I1

might be expanded to other grade levels
other school districts and other4mmigrantother immigrant and so the objectives of TESL become
languages complicated by the broader issues of

education in hawaii our schools repeatedly
but the horn of theopposite controversy come under public attack and defense

has not withered the sentiment doesaway what is the meaning of our high school
persist a number of classroomamong diplomas Is a diploma intended to signify
teachers and others that the greater need is a certain level of competence in readingmore english instruction for the immigrant

writing and speech or ratherthatrather that a studentstudent as opposed to social assimilation
has attended school for twelve years public

or bilingualismlingualismbi which themselves have
schools are under to graduate aspressureconflicting strategies from this point of many students as possible to avoid

view TESL should concentrate more heavily
dropoutsdrop outs yet on the other hand toupon being an instructional instrument in
toughen standards Is it even possible tothe states schools we should raise our
have the best of both worldssights these aims however run directly

into the debate standardover english vs although issues raised here apply specifi-
callyhawaiian dialect of teachtrying tqaq to hawaii they proprobablybablybabiy have a wider

a language vs the reality of peer learning relevance also what should be the goals of
TESL in this states public schools well

1I find that this tension is expressed in a I1 promisedyownopromised you no answers only a question
double standard in my own life a double I1 hope I1 have bebeenen sensitive to both sidesofsides of
standard between schoolschoof and home at that question
home my younger children whose language


